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Overall: 

 
Realized return: 3.31% 

Number of trades taken: 10 

The maximum realized gain: 3.28% 

The maximum realized loss: -1.01%  

 

July 2019 in two charts: 
 

DXY: 

This month was interesting, we have finally reached the outer structure after having made a fake 

breakout towards the end of July, during the entire month the direction was set and it was 

impulsive compared to previous months.

 

 

EUR/USD: 

Similarly, the EUR/USD decided to keep heading lower, to reach a potential reversal point. This 

indicates either a clear breakout or a potential reversal in August which shall be fun! 
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Trades Taken: 
 

EUR/USD: An entry after the 3rd rejection of an impulse correction for -1.00% 

Daily 

 

Hourly 

 

 

This entry was taken for the following reasons: 

The daily had recently broken above the descending phase line in an impulsive manner. 

On the 4hour we saw a clear impulse correction pattern being created 

On the hourly we could observe deceleration at the third rejection and then a bullish candle 

 

Exit (4h chart) 

 

This trade was automatically closed once it reached my stop. 
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AUD/USD: An entry after an impulse correction for 3.28% 

Daily 

 

Hourly 

 

 

This entry was taken for the following reasons: 

The daily/weekly reached an outer structure for the third rejection in a descending channel 

The daily/4hour had just formed a triple top of an expanding pattern 

On the hourly we saw an impulse lower and then a clear correction 

 

Exit  

 

This trade was closed once the price broke outside of the descending phase line. On top of that 

there was enough room in order to enable the price to retest its most recent high. Knowing its 

larger potential there was no need to trail aggressively 
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EUR/USD: An entry after an impulse correction for 0.01% 

Daily 

 

Hourly 

 

 

This entry was taken for the following reasons: 

The daily just broke outside of the most recent phase line 

The price had been moving lower in a clear manner – impulse then correction 

Clear impulse correction and rejection of the lower phase line of the correction 

 

Exit  

 

I moved my stop to breakeven once the price reached 1% profit and simultaneously showed itself 

as a descending channel, I did not want to hold this position with my full risk open. 
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EUR/GBP: An entry after a “3x3” for 0.16% 

 

Daily 

 

Hourly 

 

 

This entry was taken for the following reasons: 

The daily reached an outer structure, we just reached the 3rd rejection of a trendline 

The daily/4hour chart showed a clear deceleration and a wedge pattern 

On the hourly we saw the rejection on a 3rd touch as well as clear U shape 

 

Exit  

 

This position should’ve been closed for 0.00 and not 0.16% however due to an increase in the 

spreads my broker took me out of the position earlier than they should’ve. If I had remained in 

the trade I would’ve secured 0.5% profit. 
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EUR/USD: An entry after a hover for -1.01% 

 

Daily 

 

Hourly 

 

 

This entry was taken for the following reasons: 

The daily rejected the previous low while forming a descending channel 

The price then impulse higher and formed a larger correction – I was keen for a risk entry 

Not having been able to take the risk entry I then decided to place an order at the breakout 

 

Exit  

 

Full loss on this trade, looking back it wasn’t the best trade I took, the main issue with it was I 

was trying to get in a position since I did not get the risk entry I wanted & secondly my entry was 

just below the previous high – a mistake. 
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GBP/AUD: An entry after an impulse correction for 1.21% 

 

Daily 

 

Hourly 

 

 

This entry was taken for the following reasons: 

The daily had a clear momentum to the downside 

The hourly/4hour recently broke out of a potential correction 

There was a clear impulse lower and then a defined correction that was visible on the hourly 

 

Exit  

 

This trade had a large potential in it therefore I left enough room between the price action and 

my stop, however I also kept in mind that securing profit is important – as learnt last month. 
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GBP/CHF: An entry after a 3rd rejection for 0.04% 

 

Daily 

 

Hourly 

 

 

This entry was taken for the following reasons: 

The daily reached the previous low – it filled the wick 

The 4hour showed a potential descending wedge 

The hourly reached the most recent low and formed a descending channel on the 15min 

 

Exit  

 

I manually closed this position for breakeven since it had lost all interest to me and appeared to 

potential be transforming itself into a correction to head lower. Capital preservation is key. 
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EUR/GBP: An entry after a clear 3rd rejection  for 1.72% 

 

Daily 

 

Hourly 

 

 

This entry was taken for the following reasons: 

The daily was in a clear ascending channel and reached a weekly trendline 

The 4hour showed a clear impulse lower to form a hover/correction at the outer edge 

On the hourly we were able to notice a third rejection of the upper limit of the correction 

 

Exit  

 

The stop was trailed according to the corrections, once the low was broken I trailed my stop 

above it. Leaving room while securing profit on this longer term position 
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EUR/JPY: An entry after an impulse correction for -0.07% 

 

Weekly 

 

Hourly 

 

 

This entry was taken for the following reasons: 

The weekly reached a long-term phase line 

The daily has been moving correctively within a channel for a long time 

The hourly showed a clear descending channel – impulse higher and then a correction 

 

Exit  

 

I moved my stop to breakeven on this position once it impulse higher and reached the previous 

high. I could’ve secured profit but the correction was only clearly visible after I went to sleep. 
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USD/CAD: An entry after a 3rd rejection, impulse correction for -1% 

 

Daily (inverted chart) 

 

Hourly (inverted chart) 

 

 

This entry was taken for the following reasons: 

The daily showed clear momentum to the downside and then started a correction 

On the 4hour a clear trend had set – impulse correction – impulse correction 

On the hourly we reached the 3rd rejection of the phase line & formed an ascending channel 

 

Exit  

 

This trade got closed once the price reached my stop.  
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In conclusion: 
 

Looking back over this month I am rather happy with the execution of my trading plan, all the 

trades, aside from the EUR/USD trade that resulted in a -1.01% were good positions and I do 

not regret taking them. However, after doing my monthly advanced self review, I have came to 

realize that I missed a few positions that would’ve been profitable. 

Therefore, I shall spend more time focusing on trading with the trend rather than reversals. 

 

 

 

 

 

Looking forward to August we leave this month with the following learning: 

1- Focus on continuations - reversals are usually a great way to boost your ego, but trading 

with the momentum is great – most missed trades this month were continuations and 

therefore I need to capitalize on those moves to take my trading to the next level 

2- Don't stop yourself from taking a trade because there is a large stop or because the 

potential R:R to the most recent low is small. Even if there is only 2:1 R:R to the first 

target it doesn’t mean you shouldn’t take the trade if the likelihood of it breaking is high 

3- Make sure that the entries are not forced because you are looking to enter a position after 

seeing it run without having given you the entry you were looking for 

 

Onwards,  


